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Voice communication in business contexts is moving to VoIP
The latest successful example for the ever ongoing convergence of information technologies is internet
based telephony, transporting voice over the internet protocol (VoIP). Analysts estimate a rate of growth in a
range of 20% to 45% per annual, expecting that VoIP will carry more the fifty percent of business voice
traffic (UK) in a few years. Success of VoIP will not be limited to cable networks, convergent speech and
data transmission will affect next generation mobile networks as well.

SIP/RTP

Some security issues of VoIP are tackled
Secure VoIP protocols, using cryptographic protection of a call, would even be at an advantage compared
to traditional telephony systems. Protocols like SRTP can provide end-to-end security to phone calls,
making them independent from the security of the transport medium. SPIT and DoS are future threats.

Digital voice data needs protection of integrity
VoIP communication needs integrity protection for higher security functions, just like any other digital data

Goal: Non-repudiation of conversations by caller and callee
Voice has inherent evidentiary value due to the possibility of forensic evaluation (e.g. speaker
identification). This yields to recorded voice communication a rather high probative force, e.g., in a court of
law. Specific features of voice communication contribute to non-repudiation. The medium consists in a
linearly time-based full duplex channel. In particular, interactivity allows to make further enquiries in
case of insufficient understanding.

State of the art: Analog recording
In telephony banking and brokerage, the state of the art to ensure non-repudiation and in turn ascribe to
calls the status of binding contracts, is still analog recording. The consent to the recording is usually
embodied in service agreements. A few digital recording solutions exist, but provide only end-to-end
security, and do not provide integrity

Therefore we need
¾ Protection of the integrity of VoIP conversations
Protecting voice from falsification differs from the protection of other data due to the relevance of temporal
context. Packet ordering/loss need consideration; Creation time must be assigned to conversation.

¾ Speaker authentication
An initial authentication needs to be carried over to the whole call.

¾ Electronic signatures over VoIP conversations
Building on integrity protection and authentication it is possible to achieve, for voice conversations, the level
of non-repudiation provided by electronic signatures over digital documents, i.e., an expression of will.
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The Idea: Continuous signing of voice communication
Use digital signatures to sign VoIP streams continuously
Continuous communication requires continuous application of security methods. Digital signatures
provide the highest level of security and non-repudiation. A signer has to sign a complete call for that.

Take full-duplex nature of communication into account
In a bidirectional, full-duplex interactive conversation, only both channels together provide the necessary
context for full comprehension. To ensure that parts of the talk are not exchanged with other parts, replaced
by injections, or cut out, one needs to ensure cohesion. That is, the temporal sequencing of the
communication and its direction is data which needs to be protected from tampering

Combine security with efficiency
Signing a conversation as a blob is not a good idea in terms of efficiency and scalability (A large number of
concurrent calls must be handled in real business environments.). Digitally signing individual packets in an
RTP-Stream is excluded for computational load. It is desirable, both from a security as well as an efficiency
viewpoint, to sign and secure the VoIP conversation as “close” as possible to its transmission, and
conceptually close to the actual VoIP stream. Client-side requirements should be minimised.

Central Concept: Split stream in Intervals, build a cryptographic chain
Interval
RTP-packets

RTP Stream

Signature

Hash chain

The VoIP-stream is divided into intervals of adjustable length – based on time, packet amount or another
criterion. Both parties – caller and callee – collect received packets in buffers. Packets in each interval are
electronically signed together with relevant meta-data, building the interval signature.
Signed intervals alone do not ensure cohesion. An attacker could exchange parts of the conversation or cut
them out. Therefore we make use of hash chains: Every interval contains, embedded in its metadata, a
hash of the last interval including its signature. In this way signatures and hashes are interleaved ensuring
that there is a continuous stream of signatures building an unbreakable chain. The chaining of intervals is
further extended to factor into the bidirectional nature of the call. Both channels are interweaved and the
chaining applies to both channels. An interval of packets from the channel AÆB contains a hash of the last
signed interval from the channel BÆA and so on.

RTP Stream AÆB

A

B

RTP Stream BÆA
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Use-case scenario: Non-repudiation of verbal contracts
Two business parties negotiate terms and conditions of a contract using VoIP telephony.
At a certain stage, they decide to conclude the contract
verbally, e.g. to save time and resources.
Using an authentication token, e.g. smart card with PIN,
biometric features, etc. they initiate the signing process.
Both parties are signalled that the call is signed
and recorded for later use.
Termination of the signing is done explicitly or implicitly
by hanging up
They store the signed portion of the call as a documentation
of the contract
Later one of the parties disputes certain terms of the agreement or the existence of the contract
The other party presents the signed VoIP data as proof
in the ensuing court case
An expert witness testifies that
- the digital signature is valid
- the method of signing & chaining
is secure and cohesion is maintained
Another expert witness specialised in
forensic voice evaluation attests
- the identity of speakers
- phonetic quality and understandability
- that the conversation was natural and not forged
The court confirms the validity of the contract. Thus we achieved

Legally binding verbal contract over VoIP and without witnesses
This scenario rests on certain pre-conditions:
¾ Consent to recording
Consent to recording is required to comply with data protection and privacy regulations. It is implicitly
given by usage of the authentication tokens for signing. Nevertheless, caller and callee should be
notified.

¾ Quality of the channel
Quality of Service (of the VoIP channel) needs due consideration. A sufficient QoS must be maintained
during the signed portion of the call to ensure understandability Otherwise attacks and attempts to forgery
cannot be detected, limiting the probative value of the signed call.

¾ Understanding and awareness
The communicating parties need to be aware of the characteristics of verbal negotiations. For instance they
should frequently make further inquiries to assure themselves about the meaning of what was spoken and
to avoid ambiguities (what is understood is what is signed)

¾ Forensic voice evaluation
The biometric features inherent in voice are complementary to the probative force of digital signatures.
VoIP is able to preserve these features.
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Application: A self-signed voice archive
Application of continuous protection for archiving voice
Archived digital documents are always susceptible to undetected forgery and need special protection of
their integrity. Ideally an integrity protection for creating a secure archive for internet telephony should be
applied already during the ongoing conversation. This is easy using our basic idea. The architecture is
simple
Time-stamping service
for long-term security

Separation of duties between longterm archive and security module that
secures and signs archived calls

VSec can be a passive listener or have
an active role and enforce policies

Trusted time source
or time-stamping authority
to securely pinpoint
exact start of call

Only one point in
channel AÙB needs to be
digital and packet-based

Main design principle is minimal requirements at the communication clients. The securing component
VSec can be placed at the site of either of the parties A or B or anywhere in between, as long as at least
some part of the communication is based on SIP/RTP. ARC is the component to which the secured VoIPcommunication is submitted. It handles long-term storage of archived conversations. VSec listens to the
communication and secures it. It can either have a passive role or a dual role, also enforcing policies on the
quality of the conversation. It then plays the role of a reference monitor. T1 und T2 are additional timestamping authorities to raise resilience against attacks and ensure long-term security.
VSec is implemented in the demonstrator as an outbound proxy substituting A’s original outbound proxy.
The proxy modifies RTP ports and IP addresses contained in the SIP packets/SDP bodies redirecting them
to itself and in turn forwards them to the original recipients.

Archive data format
Intervals are signed by VSec using PKCS#7
with the private key of VSec.

Start-interval:
Nonce
From/To-SIP-Urls
Date/Time of start of call

Interval 2:
h( ) – Hash of previous interval
Date/Time of this interval
Direction/channel
List of absolute packet-numbers
full RTP-packets

The first interval contains SIP-URLs
of caller and callee, date and time of start of call,
mapping of RTP-payload numbers to codecs
A PKCS#7 container contains whole certificate
chain (can be omitted in all following intervals)
and is additionally time-stamped by T1
Regular intervals stem from either channel A to B
or the other direction and stores flag for direction/channel

Interval n-1:
h( ) – Hash of previous interval
Date/Time of this interval
Direction/channel
List of absolute packet-numbers
full RTP-packets

Interval n:
h( ) – Hash of previous interval
Date/Time of this interval
Termination condition: hang-up or error

They contain the time of interval, list of absolute sequence
numbers of packets, the complete RTP packets referenced by this list,
including their payload type and the truncated timestamps and sequence numbers.
The final interval contains the reason for termination:
e.g. regular hangup by A or B, QoS-under-run, or tamper-detection
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Channel quality: Treatment of packet loss
Any service method based on VoIP must handle different levels of channel quality. The signing method
treats packet loss by only signing what was actually received. If packet loss is too large or generally
quality of service (QoS) is too low, something must be done (or else an attacker could even use low QoS to
hide meaning of speech)!

QoS policy implementation
During voice signing the system constantly monitors the QoS of the voice connection, in particular packet
loss and jitter. If a certain threshold is under-run then either the connection quality is poor and the
participants cannot understand each other with a sufficient quality, or there is an ongoing attempt to attack
the communication. It is a matter of policy how to deal with this QoS under-run:
- ignore it completely and continue to archive
- notify the user while continuing the archiving
- abort the signing, but not the conversation
- terminate the call
Termination of the call was the favoured policy for maximum security and because the QoS threshold is
seldom reached without a breakdown of the connection, insufficient understandability, hang-ups or software
timeouts. Forced termination of calls was implemented by injecting a BYE command and terminating SIP
and RTP forwarding.
The length of a interval and the QoS threshold are the main free parameters in the concept, to adjust and
tune understandability, scalability, computational resources for signing and time to attack. In general, a
channel-based analysis is necessary

Worst case analysis (by thumb)
What kind of phonetic items should not be lost?
Take a fast-spoken negation “No!”. The duration of a “no” is approximately 150ms.
Take 100ms as a threshold for the minimum time span in which understandability must be ensured.
The G.711 codec produces 64kbit/s, RTP packets come with 160 bytes of payload. Therefore a choice of
1 second for interval length and at most 5 lost packets per interval as QoS threshold, together with the
policy that no consecutive packets must be lost is safe
Signing is then computationally feasible on a 700MHz PC without special crypto hardware.
The QoS of VoIP connections seems mostly to allow for signing with these settings.

Towards a more detailed analysis
Human-centric measures of understandability should be taken into account, similar to ITU‘s mean opinion
score (MOS). They need to be evaluated from a semantic (ambiguities, attacks on meaning) and legal
viewpoint (non-repudiation and probative force).
Bursts of lost packets pose a serious problem (as to any VoIP application).
QoS policies and target characteristics need formal treatment for optimisation.
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